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Details of Visit:

Author: Capt Peacock
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 19 Oct 2009 8 pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.courtesan-annabel.com/
Phone: 07534405359

The Premises:

Maisonette in a quite village outside Newark - easy to find and with good safe parking. Place itself
was very clean and comfortable, an ideal fun pad

The Lady:

Annabel is a very attractive and curvy (34"H) curly blonde lady of above average height (5"7") in her
early forties. Dressed in a tight skirt and plain white blouse over sexy underwear with hold ups, she
had a rather erotic air of sophistication. The photographs on her site are totally accurate.

The Story:

I was given a very warm welcome by this lovely lady. Once seated on her sofa (I like sofas) I was
plied with Bucks Fizz as we got to know each other. This inevitably led to kissing and caressing
which led us to moving to the bedroom.

Annabel is a wonderfully skilled lover. We enjoyed more kisses and cuddles along with OWO, sweet
and responsive RO and 69. Somehow we missed out on the sex but it didn't matter, I had a
wonderful time.

Annabel is a most interesting person to chat to, being full of, as she says, life experiences. Perhaps
the biggest surprise of the evening was the production of a light supper - pate, cold roast beef and
fresh fruit washed down with orange juice. A surprise and a really great way to finish off our
assignation.

It is far too simplistic to describe what Annabel provides as a GFE, it is a truly wonderful experience.
Very very highly recommended.
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